The essence of AHP is to evaluate objects in terms of the eigen vector of the comparison matrix. But when the number of objects, n, is too large, it causes often worse reliability for an observer to evaluate all paired comparisons at a time. So it is necessary to decompose the whole set of pairs into several classes, and for each class to be evaluated by one observer. We propose the decomposition by BIBD (balanced incomplete block design) well known in the field of experimental design or combinatorics. We show by simulation experiments that our method gives better evaluations than the ordinary AHP.
Introduction
The essence of AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) is to evaluate objects in terms of the eigen vector corresponding to the maximal eigen value of matrix whose (i,j) element is the ratio of evaluation of object i to object j [1, 2, 3] . The idea is to intend to unify local informations taken by paired comparison into a global information.
But when the number of objects is too large, it causes often worse reliability for a observer to evaluate all paired comparisons at a time. In such case, it is necessary to decompose the whole set of pairs of objects into several blocks, and for each block to be observed by one observer. It is important how to decompose the set of pairs. We propose the decomposition by BIBD (Balanced Incomplete Block Design) well known in the field of experimental design [4, 5] . And we show that this method is to give better evaluation under certain assumptions by simulation experiments ( §4). Further we propose the logarithmic least square method for our problem, and show that this gives a good approximation to the eigen value method in AHP ( §3).
BIBD
Let E = {I, 2,···, v} be the set of objects i = 1,2,···, v. The number of pairs among E is vC2 = v(v -1)/2, and if v is large this becomes very large and an observer cannot compare all such pairs at a time. Let the set of objects which an observer can accommodate with sufficient reliability, be called an "allowable block", and let us denote the size of allowable block by k(~ v).
Then we need to decompose the set of vC2 pairs into the classes of size kC2 and to allocate several observers to these classes. Each observer makes paired comparisons in his class. We unify these results and can get the evaluation on E.
For example, there are v = 7 applicants for a prize essay contest, and we try to judge their essays and to decide ranking on them. Let the allowable block· size be k = 3, that is, one judge can read 3 essays and make paired comparisons on them. In this case, the We unify the results of 7 judges into the whole ranking on 7 applicants.
It is the problem how to decompose the set of "C2 pairs into blocks and how to unify the results of observations on blocks into the whole evaluation. We propose the decomposition by BIBD and the unification by the eigen value analysis used in AHP.
BlBD on E = {1,2,···,v} is the class D= {BI, ... ,B b } of subsets (called "blocks") Be ~ E( e = 1, ... , b) satisfying the followings; (i) for any t = 1" .. , b IBe I = k (the block size is constant) (ii) for any i = 1, ... , v I{ e liE Be, e = 1, ... , b} I = r (the replication number is constant) (iii) for any i,j = 1" .. , v(i f. j) I{ e liE Be, j E Be, e = 1" .. , b}1 = A (the int.ersection number is constant) (where 151 denotes the size of a set 5.)
It is clear that (iii) implies (ii), so (i) and (iii) suffice for D to be BIBD. Specifically a BIBD with A = 1 is called Steiner system and here we consider only Steiner system, which
Example 1. The class of subsets of E = {1,:2, ... ,7} shown in Table 1 is (7, 3)-D. The pairs in each block are shown on the right hand of the block. All such pairs construct the set of 7C2 pairs. In other word, the set of pairs in E is decomposed into pairs in blocks.
We can represent this situation in terms of graph theory in the following way; To construct (v,k)-D is equivalent to decompose the set of edges complete graph with v points into b complete graphs each of which has k points. (~ Fig. 1 
LLS, AHP estimation
Let {I,·." n} be the set of objects i = 1,2"", n. An observer observes the ratio of evaluation object i to object j and let us denote the observation by Xij ' We assume the statistical model of Xij to be
Where Wi(> 0) is the real evaluation of object i and is an unknown parameter, and eij(> 0)
is an independent random variable representing the error of the observation. and (72(n) is a monotone increasing function of n, the number of objects to be observed.
Whether these assumptions are reasonable or not is a psychological or a physiological problem, but we can agree with these assumptions as a trial scheme.
The main purpose of AHP is to get estimates Wi of Wi (i = 1" .. , n) by calculating the eigen vector W = [WI,"', wnl corresponding to the maximal eigen value ,\ of the n x n
Of course we have other estimation methods. The most natural one is "logarithmic least square (LLS)". For simplicity let Xij = lnxij, Wi = lnwi and eij = lneij. Then we have
Appling the least square method to (3.3) we have least square estimate fui of Wi, and taking inverse transform we have Wi = exp(fui)(i== 1"", n). This is LLS estimation.
For example let n = 3, then we have (3.4) As the vector W = [Wl,"" wnl multiplied by an arbitrary constant is equivalent to W itself, we can assume Wl W2 W3 = 1, so we have Applying least square method to (3.4), (3.5) and taking inverse transform we have
This estimation is very simple, but we have a surprising fact that Wi( i = 1,2,3) in (3.6) coincide with the components of the eigenvector corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue of the comparison matrix X = (x;j]. That is, we have Theorem 1. In the case :S 3, LLS estimates coincide with AHP estimates.
Proof: In case of n = 2, we have easily as the LLS estimates of Wl, W2 respectively. And by direct calculation we have (3.7) and the maximal eigen value of 2 x 2 comparison matrix is 2, so Wl W2 in (3.7) are the AHP estimates.
In case of n = 3, from (3.6) we have Like the case n = 3 we have general LLS estimates 
Decomposition Methods by BIBD
Now we propose our decomposition methods by BIBD. We are given the set of objects E = {I, 2, ... , v} to be evaluated. Let the allowable block size k be far smaller than v. We decompose E into blocks B I ,···, Bb which construct Steiner system (v, k)-D.
Step 1. For each Be == {;1J, ;12,' .. ,;1d ~ E an observer observes the objects and gets observation xp,p, by a paired comparison ;1t to ;1s(t < x; t, s = 1, ... , k). Note Step 3. We apply the usual AHP to the comparison matirix X, that is, we calculate the eigen vector W= [w}, W2,"', w v ] corresponding the maximal eigen value of X. Then Wi is the desired estimate of Wi in (3.1) (i = 1" .. , n).
We will show by several simulation examples that this decomposition method has higher reliability than the ordinary direct method.
Let W},' .. , W7 of (3.1) take the values shown in Table 4 . Of course these are unknown for the observers and are to be estimated. Further aij = w;/wj(i,j = 1, .. ·,7) are also shown in Table 4 .
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Unifying Xl,"', X 7 we have the 7 X 7 comparison matrix X shown in Table 6 , and calculating the eigen vector for the maximal eigen value ,\ of X we have the estimates
Wl,"', W7 shown also in Table 6 . Comparing Wi to wi(i = 1 "-' 7) we can say that we have generally fairly good estimates. Now we consider the actual value of 0'2(n) in our model (3.1). Of course this depends on the given real problem. But we assume (4.5) as trial values in our simulations.
Here we assume that 0'2 = 0'2 (n) is a linear function of the number N = n C 2 of paired comparisons, that is 0'2 = a + bN. Of course this is not based on any psychological or physiological knowledges, but it is certain that 0'2 depends on N and it is rather natural to assume a linear function as a first approximation. Now a is determined by the condition; 0'2 = 0 when N = 1. And b is to be arbitrary as a scale parameter. Here we select the value of b by the condition 0'2(7) = 0.5 2 which is a standard case.
Example 4. (v = 7, direct method)
Here we will describe the usual AHP method applied directly to < j,i,j = 1, ... ,7) where lneij normally distributes with zero mean and variance (7'2(7) = 0.52(~ (4.5)), and calculate Xji = 1/Xij then wc have the comparison matrix X = [Xij] shown in Table 7 . Calculating the eigen vector for the maximal eigen value A we have estimates Wi( i = 1" .. , 7) shown also in Table 7 , quite worse than delete the ones in Table 6 . Next we try to investigate another case v = 13, k = 4 in Examples 5, 6 along the same line as above.
We show wi(i = 1"" ,13) and aij = w;/wj(i,j = 1, ... ,13) in Table 8 , and (13,4)-D and its comparison observations in Table 9 , where the logarithm of the random numbers have the variance (7'4(4) = 0.250 2 (in (4.5)). Finally the unified comparison matrix X and its maximal eigen value and the corresponding eigen vector are shown in Table 10 . These give us rather good estimates.
Example 6. (v = 13, direct method)
If an observer observes 13C2 paired comparisons xij(i < j;i,j = 1 '" 13) at a time, then the logarithm of observation error eij has variance (7'2(13) = 0.980 2 ( ~ (4.5)). We calculate Xij = aijeij from Table 8 and the random numbers eij with above mentioned properties. X = [Xij and its maximal eigen value and its eigen vector are shown in Table 11 . These estimates almost have no reliability. 
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lOll ",12 At the end of this section we note that we can use LLS estimation (----t §3) for our purpose.
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First we apply LLS estimation (----t(3.8)) to Table 6 (Example 3) and have w; as estimate of wi(i = 1"",7) (in Table 4 ). These are shown in Table 12 , where Wi (in Table 6 ) are shown again for the comparison. (Of course wis are standardized as w~ = 1). We can see that w; gives a surprisingly good approximation to wi(i = 1,,··,7).
Applying LLS again to Table 7 we have Table 13 . This also gives fairly good approximations. Next we have Table 14 from Table 10 and Table 15 from Table 11 by the same way as above.
Tab!. 12 Generally we can say that the LLS estimation gives a good approximation to the eigen vector estimation when the observation error is small and the number of objects is small.
The labor of the calculation of the LLS is far easier than the eigen vector method. The former is easily done on a desk calculator of pocket size, but the latter needs at least a personal computer. So the advantage of LLS method should be highly appreciated even in the highly computerized countries like Japan, USA and etc. Nevertheless the author thinks that the deep meaning of AHP is concealed in using the eigen vector for a estimation.
Conclusions
For the statistical model stated in (3.1) and (3.2) our BIBD method gives better results than the usual AHP method. Further the LLS method (3.8) gives very good approximation to the eigen value method. In our present research we neglect the block effects (that is, (4.3) holds commonly for any blocks). But the evaluation criterion often depends on the judge himself. So for such cases we should modify the assumption that (3.1) or (4.3) hold.
